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Learning Objectives

1. Importance of Trade in Value Added and why it should be measured

2. How Input-Output table helps to track value addition in production
process

3. How Inter-country input-output table accommodates- a) exports, b)
imports of intermediate and final goods, and c) return of own exports
with a value addition in importing country

4. How to extract trade in value added- a) Domestic Value Added (DVA), b)
Foreign Value Added (FVA), and c) Indirect Value Addition (DVX)

5. How double-counting of values (back and forth trade of intermediate
goods) can be tracked and over valuation of gross trade be measured

6. Understanding dynamics of Forward and Backward linkage through
GVC Participation and GVC Position
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• Two Country Case model: Main Tenets of Measuring
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1. Trade in Value Added: Basics



Why to Measure Trade in Value Added?

• Unbundling of Production Process
• First Generation: Falling transport costs leading to outsourcing components.
• Second Generation: ICT driven trade cost reduction and technology permitting

fragmentation of production process

• Trade in Tasks: Multiple time crossing borders 

• Servicification of production process

• Gross Trade vs Value Added Trade: Debate 

• Importance of identifying sources of value added ( domestic and foreign 
content)

• Moving-up the value chain by firms (upgrading)

Trade is measured on a gross shipments basis (invoice value) but GDP is measured on
a value added basis (i.e. invoice price less the cost of intermediate inputs).

So, explaining openness through Trade-GDP ratio does not reflect the right picture.
Hence, trade statistics from Customs are not directly compatible with the GDP. Value
chains put a further twist on the problem
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Where to find value added in gross trade flows ? 

Country A gross exports to country B - As reported in official trade statistics

Country A
(reporting country) Country C

(partner country)

Country B
(partner country)

Source: WTO

Source: WTO
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Country A gross exports to country B - Decomposition into their value added components

Country A
(reporting country) Country C

(partner country)

Country B
(partner country)3. Domestic VA exports ...

... sent back to country of VA origin

Source: WTO
Source: WTO 8

Where to find value added in gross trade flows ? 

➢ The value added embodied

in gross exports:

• Domestic value

added content of

gross exports

• Foreign value added

content of gross

exports

➢ The value added created by

final demand:

• Domestic value

added embodied in

foreign final demand

• Foreign value added

embodied in

domestic final

demand



Gross Trade vs. Value Added Trade

Trade Exports Imports Balance

Gross 

basis

Domestic VA that 

stays overseas

+

Foreign VA that stays 

home

+

Domestic VA that 

stays overseas

-

Foreign VA that 

stays home
Domestic VA that will 

return home in 

imports

+

Domestic VA that is 

embedded in imports

+

Foreign VA that is

embedded in exports

Foreign VA that will be 

embedded in exports

Value 

added 

basis

Domestic value added 

that stays overseas

Foreign value added 

that stays home

Domestic VA that 

stays overseas

-

Foreign VA that 

stays home

(Benedetto 2012)

➢ The VA measure is less than

the gross measure due to

domestic VA returned in

imports for countries at the

beginning of the value

chain.

➢ The VA measure is less than

the gross measure due to

foreign VA embedded in

exports for countries at the

end of the value chain.
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To separate the VA, we need to refer to input-output table where output value is reported as sum of inputs and value

added. Similarly, use of the output is separated into intermediate use and final use. Further, international I-O table

accommodates exports and imports in the same framework.
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2. Measuring Trade in Value Added: 

Fundamentals 



How to Measure Trade in Value Added? 

• Measuring Trade in Value Added needs basic knowledge of Input-Output
table, Matrix Algebra

• In practical purpose, it requires, extensive effort to collate large data,
matching the trade flow to make them consistent

• Several global organisations have made effort to create international input-
output table popularly known as multi-regional input output (MRIO) table

• The important indicators of trade in value added are-

• Foreign Value Added

• Domestic Value Added

• Indirect Value Added

• Identifying double counting

• GVC Position and Participation

There is a growing literature in recent years to estimate value-added trade with the advent of global Inter-Country

Input-Output (ICIO) tables based on the Global Trade Analysis Project (GTAP) and World Input-Output database

(WIOD) , such as Daudin, Rifflart, and Schweisguth (2011), Johnson and Noguera (2012) and Foster, Stehrer and de

Vries (2011)

In this lecture, we’ll refer to EORA database prepared by UNCTAD and follow the method proposed by

Koopman, et. al (2012)
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Basic Structure of Supply-Use Table and Input-Output Table 
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International Input-Output Table 
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MRIO Example

Intermediate goods demand (the 𝑻 matrix in Eora), Final demand (the 𝑭D matrix in Eora), and Value added or primary

inputs (the 𝑽 matrix in Eora)

T has 12 rows and 12 columns (3 countries × 4 sectors = 12). The FD matrix has 12 rows (one for each country- sector) and 6

columns (two types of final demand for each country). The VA matrix has 3 rows (one for each country) and 12 columns (one

for each country-sector)

The VA Matrix normally includes six items: (1) compensation of employees; (2) taxes on production; (3) subsidies on

production; (4) net operating surplus; (5) net mixed income, and (6) consumption of fixed capital. 14
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3.Two Country Case model: Basic Tenets of 

Measuring Value Added



Two Country Case model: Input-Output Structure with trade and final demand 

The two-country production and trade system can be written as an inter-country 

input-output (ICIO) model

Leontief Inverse

➢ b11 is the total amount of Country 1’s gross

output needed to produce an extra unit of the

final good in Country 1 (which is for

consumption in both Countries 1 and 2); b12 is

the total amount of Country 1’s gross output

needed to produce an extra unit of the final good

in Country 2 (again for consumption both at

home and abroad). Similar interpretations can be

assigned to the other two coefficients in the B

matrix 16

Country s’s gross output xs can be written as 



Interpretation of Leontief Inverse

Matrix B is the Leontief inverse

Leontief inverse indeed captures all direct and indirect input 

demand effects associated with a single unit increase in final 

demand. 
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Example

In Matrix format, we can 

write as 



Value Added: Two Country Case

Value-added share (VB) matrix: Basic measure of value-added shares by source of production

Within VB, v1b11 and v2b22 denote the domestic value-added share of domestically produced products for country

1 and country 2 respectively, v2b21 and v1b12 denote the share of foreign country’s value-added in the same

goods. Because all value added must be either domestic or foreign, the sum along each column is unity:
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Value Added and Exports: Two Country Case

Country 1’s exports consist of final goods and intermediate goods used in country 2.

This needs additional calculation. Refer to Koopman et al  (2012) 

The total value of country 1's intermediate exports must include two types of value. 

First, it must include all value added by Country 1 in its imports from Country 2. Note that in order for exported 

value produced by Country 1 to come back through its imports, it must have first been embodied in Country 1’s 

intermediate exports, which is  

Second, it must include all value added generated in Country 1 that is absorbed in Country 2 after being used as 

intermediate inputs by Country 2, which
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Double Counting: Two Country Case

Multiplying the Leontief inverse with intermediate goods exports leads to some double counting of gross output and 

thus some value terms in exports. (The main troubling issue in GVC). This can be sorted out while understanding the 

accounting equation. 

Gross Exports can be written as 

is the gross output needed to sustain final goods 

that are both produced and consumed in country 

1, using domestically produced intermediate 

goods.

Deducting it from country 1's total gross output, 

what is left is the gross output needed to sustain 

country 1's production of its gross exports e12

Also, 

For proof, see Koopman, et al (2012)

The total gross output needed to sustain final goods both produced and consumed in country 1, but using

intermediate goods that originated in Country 1 and shipped to Country 2 for processing before being re-imported

by Country 1 (gross output sold indirectly in the domestic market).
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Sources of Double Counting

After substituting in the gross export equation, 

it’ll be 

21v3 & v6 explain indirect value added (DVX) 

Pure Double counting V5 and V8



DVA and FVA : A Simple Structure
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(4) through (9) involve value added that crosses national borders at least twice, and are the sources of 

multiple counting in official trade statistics
23

Identifying Double Counting



Double Counting contributes a significant portion of 
Gross Exports 

24
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3. Generalised Model for Trade in Value 

Added



Generalised Model
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X=AX+Y
Y=X-AX
X=(I-A)-1Y
X=BY

With G countries and N sectors, A, and B are GN×GN matrices; V and 

VB are G×GN matrices. Vs denotes a 1 by N row vector of direct 

value-added coefficient, Asr is a N×N block input-output coefficient 

matrix, Bsr denotes the N×N block Leontief inverse matrix, which is 

the total requirement matrix that gives the amount of gross output in 

producing country s required for a one-unit increase in final demand in 

destination country r

Leontief Inverse



Calculating GVC Indices 
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By setting up a matrix E with gross exports by country-

sector on the main diagonal, and zeros elsewhere, we can

calculate T matrix. Here, own country’s contribution to

exports will be DVA, foreign country’s contribution will

be FVA and exports to foreign country as inputs which

will further go out as export of foreign country will be

DVX
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4. GVC Participation and Position



Forward and Backward Linkage

29

Forward linkages or downstream participation: is created between a supplying industry and a purchasing industry that

uses the supplier’s output as input. Internationally, it can be understood as the linkages between an exporting economy

and an importing economy whose industries use the exports (supply) as inputs to generate output for exports. In other

words, the industries of the exporting country provide inputs into exports of the industries in the importing country

Backward linkages or Upstream Participation: is created between a purchasing industry and a supplying industry.

Internationally, it can be understood as the linkages between an importing country and an exporting country. In other

words, the industries in the importing country import intermediate products to be used in its exports.

It is calculated by adding the foreign value added in the county’s exports (FVA)

It is calculated by  the domestic value added embedded in exports of other counties (DVX)

Source: ARTNeT Working paper 150/2015
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GVC Position and Participation 

GVC Position =

➢ The two GVC indicators reveal if the countries with a

larger position index are relatively more upstream, i.e.,

they contribute more value added to other countries

exports than other countries contribute to theirs.

➢ Of course, two countries can have identical values of the

GVC position index in a sector while having very different

degrees of participation in GVCs. Therefore, the position

index should be used in conjunction with the participation

index, which summarizes the importance of the global

supply chain for that country.

➢ GVC position reflects the number of production stages that

the output of that industry has to go through before it

reaches the final consumers.
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GVC Position and Participation 

➢ Japan and S.Korea have

transitioned from lower GVC

participation to a higher

participation over the years, their

position has turned downstream.

➢ Thailand, has high backward and

forward participation leading to a

high total participation, but the

value-added content in the

exports has started to increase as

is depicted in terms of GVC

position.

➢ China is an example of both

higher participation and position.

It’s growing domestic content in

exports is due the firms

gradually replacing imported

inputs with domestic products

(Kee & Tang, 2016), leading to

moving up in the value chain.

➢ In comparison to China, India has lower GVC participation and position.

➢ Typical of most emerging and large economies, India has higher domestic value added

(DVA) in gross exports, but this has been a huge deterrent for enterprises moving up the

value chain in India as producers find it cheap to work with local content while

concentrating on the local market. Thus, leading to lowest manufacturing share in gross

exports among the Asian countries.

Source-EORA 

database



Currently Available Database
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UNCTAD EORA Database: based on National Supply-Use and IO tables and IO tables from

Eurostat, IDE-JETRO and OECD, having 189 countries and “Rest of the World”, having 26

sectors.

OECD- TiVA database: based on national IO tables, having 64 countries and 34 industries

World Input Output database (WIOD) published by consortium of 11 institutions based on

national supply use table covering 43 countries and 56 industries

RIVA Value Chain adviser published by UNESCAP and FEALAC covering 72 economies and

38 sectors

GVC/Trade in Value Added database 

Multi-Regional Input Output Tables 

Asian Development Bank, multi-regional input-output tables (ADB-MRIO)

IDE Jetro, Asian International Input-Output Tables (AIIOTs)

Eora multi-region IO database

EXIOPOL

OECD/WTO Input Output Database



Thank You
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